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Abstract—MapReduce has been designed to accommodate
large-scale data-intensive workloads running on large singlesite homogeneous clusters. Researchers have begun to explore
the extent to which the original MapReduce assumptions can
be relaxed including skewed workloads, iterative applications,
and heterogeneous computing environments. Our work continues this exploration by applying MapReduce across widely
distributed data over distributed computation resources. This
problem arises when datasets are generated at multiple sites
as is common in many scientific domains and increasingly ecommerce applications. It also occurs when multi-site resources
such as geographically separated data centers are applied to
the same MapReduce job. Using Hadoop, we show that the
absence of network and node homogeneity and locality of data
lead to poor performance. The problem is that interaction of
MapReduce phases becomes pronounced in the presence of
heterogeneous network behavior. In this paper, we propose new
cross-phase optimization techniques that enable independent
MapReduce phases to influence one another.
We propose techniques that optimize the push and map
phases to enable push-map overlap and to allow map behavior to feed back into push dynamics. Similarly, we propose
techniques that optimize the map and reduce phases to enable
shuffle cost to feed back and affect map scheduling decisions.
We evaluate the benefits of our techniques in both Amazon EC2
and PlanetLab. The experimental results show the potential of
these techniques as performance is improved from 7%–18%
depending on the execution environment and application.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The scale of data being generated globally has been
increasing dramatically over the past few years. MapReduce [1] has emerged as a popular programming paradigm
for data processing and analysis over large datasets in
large-scale platforms. Fueling this growth is the usage of
Hadoop [2], the open-source MapReduce variant, as well
as the emergence of cloud computing and services such as
Amazon EC2 [3].
MapReduce is traditionally deployed on local, tightly
coupled clusters, with the input data pre-placed within the
cluster. It is assumed that the input is either generated close
to the cluster, or can be moved to it easily. However, with the
popularity of Cloud storage services and the improvement
of personal storage devices, user data are now distributed
around the world. Moreover, many Internet services such as
Google and Facebook consist of multiple data centers, and

Content Distribution Networks such as Akamai also place
their data close to the users in a highly distributed manner.
Scientific datasets—such as in climate, geology, and healthcare domains—are generated in a geographically distributed
manner due to the distributed nature of instruments, sensors,
and patient records. Thus, it is increasingly common for data
to be generated at multiple sites spread around the globe.
Besides the data, computing resources themselves are
increasingly distributed. This is true for many cloud services
today that utilize multiple data centers and sites (such as
Amazon EC2 regions). Scientific computing has used this
model traditionally through the use of Grids, which inherently consist of federated, multi-site computing resources.
Given the distributed nature of data and compute resources, a key question is whether MapReduce is well
suited for data analysis in a highly distributed environment.
Relaxing the assumptions of the original MapReduce in
terms of execution domain and suitable applications is an
active area of pursuit by many researchers. Our line of
inquiry continues along this path. As we show through
experiments in Section II, under a widely distributed environment with high network heterogeneity, Hadoop does
not always perform well. We find that the main reason
for this performance degradation is the interaction and
heavy dependency across different MapReduce phases. This
happens because the data placement and task execution
are highly coupled in the MapReduce paradigm (because
MapReduce attempts to assign tasks to nodes that already
host input data for those tasks1 ). Thus, the decisions on
where to place data severely impact the scheduling decision
on where map and reduce tasks are executed, and vice
versa. In a heterogeneous environment, particularly one with
slow wide-area links, such coupling can severely impact
the end-to-end performance by creating bottleneck links and
nodes in the execution. We show that Hadoop’s default data
placement and scheduling mechanisms do not take such
cross-phase interactions into account, and while they may try
to optimize individual phases, they could result in globally
bad decisions, resulting in poor overall performance. The
problem is not that a given phase cannot take into account
1 When this is not possible, tasks must read their inputs remotely, and
scarce network bandwidth becomes a limiting factor.

decisions made by a prior phase, but rather the opposite.
Upstream decisions may limit the flexibility of later phases,
and thus, earlier phase decisions must account for their
impact later on.
In order to overcome these limitations, we propose techniques to achieve this type of cross-phase optimization in
MapReduce. The key idea behind our proposed techniques
is to consider not only the execution cost of an individual
task or computational phase, but also its impact on the
performance of subsequent phases. We propose two sets of
techniques:
• Map-aware Push: Traditional MapReduce assumes that
the input data are pushed to compute nodes before
execution starts. We instead propose making the input
data push aware of the cost of map execution, based on
the source-to-mapper link capacities as well as mapper
node computation speeds. We achieve this by overlapping the data push with map execution, which provides
us with two benefits. The first benefit is a pipelining
effect which hides the latency of data push with the map
execution. The second benefit is a dynamic feedback
between the map and push that enables nodes with
higher speeds and faster links to process more data at
runtime.
• Shuffle-aware Map: In traditional MapReduce, the typical shuffling of intermediate data from mappers to
reducers is an all-to-all operation. However, in a heterogeneous environment, a mapper with a slow outgoing
link can become a bottleneck in the shuffle phase,
slowing down the downstream reducers. We propose
map task scheduling based on the estimated shuffle cost
from each mapper to enable faster shuffle and reduce
execution.
We have implemented our techniques in the Hadoop
framework. We evaluate the benefits of our techniques in
both Amazon EC2 and PlanetLab. The experimental results
show the potential of these techniques as performance is
improved from 7%–18% depending on the execution environment and application.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
empirically demonstrate the limitations of MapReduce execution under a wide-area computation environment. We
then present our proposed techniques: Map-aware Push in
Section III and Shuffle-aware Map in Section IV. We show
experimental results by putting these techniques together in
an end-to-end manner in Section V. We present related work
in Section VI and conclude in Section VII.
II. M AP R EDUCE P ERFORMANCE IN W IDELY
D ISTRIBUTED E NVIRONMENTS
In this section, we empirically demonstrate the challenge
of efficiently executing MapReduce over a widely distributed
environment through experiments conducted on the PlanetLab and Amazon EC2 platforms. We present only a subset of

results from our experiments here due to space constraints,
and more details are available in another paper [4].
A typical MapReduce job executed in a cluster environment consists of three main phases: (i) Map, where
map tasks execute on their input data; (ii) Shuffle, where
the output of map tasks (intermediate key-value pairs) are
disseminated to reduce tasks; and (iii) Reduce, where reduce
tasks are execute on the intermediate data to produce the
final outputs. It is typically assumed that the input data
are already available on the compute nodes before the job
execution is started. Such data push is usually achieved
through file system mechanisms such as those provided
by HDFS. However, when data sources are geographically
distributed, such as across multiple data centers, the process
of pushing data to the compute nodes may itself be costly,
and hence, must be considered as a separate phase of the
overall computation.
To illustrate this problem, we compare three possible architectures for MapReduce execution: (i) Local MapReduce
(LMR), where all data are first moved into a centralized
cluster followed by the execution of a local MapReduce
job within that cluster; (ii) Global MapReduce, where all
the widely distributed compute resources are considered
as a single MapReduce cluster without considering the
network heterogeneity; and (iii) Distributed MapReduce
(DMR), where multiple MapReduce jobs are first executed
close to the data sources, followed by a final centralized
combination of their outputs. Note that LMR is the typical
way in which MapReduce computation is done today.
In our experimental setup, we used a total of eight
PlanetLab nodes in two widely separated clusters—four
nodes in the US, and four nodes in Europe. In addition,
we used one node in each cluster as a data source. For
each cluster, we chose tightly coupled machines with high
inter-node bandwidth (i.e., they were either co-located at the
same site or share some network infrastructure). The intracluster bandwidth was between 1.5–2.5 MB/s, while the
inter-cluster bandwidth between any pair of nodes (between
US and EU) was around 300–500 KB/s.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the results of executing
WordCount on plain-text and random input data respectively
in this environment. These two scenarios correspond to
different application/data characteristics: one (WordCount
with plain-text) where input data are aggregated into much
smaller intermediate data, and the other (WordCount with
random data) where input data expand into larger intermediate data, increasing the shuffle costs. Within each
graph, we show the time of individual phases: Push US/EU
corresponding to data push from the US and EU data sources
respectively, followed by the map and reduce phases. The
Result Combine phase is the combine phase for the DMR
architecture only, comprising the data transmission plus
combination costs, and this phase corresponds to a logical
shuffle/reduce of the intermediate results.
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Figure 1. Hadoop execution on PlanetLab. In (a), DMR finishes the fastest by avoiding the transfer of large input data over slow links, while in (b), LMR
finishes faster since it minimizes the larger intermediate and output data transfer costs.

From the results, we make the following observations.
From Figure 1(a), we see that in a wide-area environment,
the cost of moving input data to the compute nodes (the data
push phase) for LMR can be significant, which impacts the
overall execution time of the job despite the map and reduce
phases being relatively efficient. In fact, these datasets are
small by MapReduce standards, but the size of data and
its distributed nature present orthogonal challenges; here we
focus on the challenges arising from widely distributed data.
Since the choice of mapper nodes depends on where data
are pushed, pushing data to nearby nodes (as for DMR)
is much more efficient when the volume of intermediate
data is small relative to that of the input data. On the
other hand, from Figure 1(b), we see that when the volume
of intermediate data is much larger than that of the input
data, the cost of combining intermediate results can be the
dominant factor. In particular, in this case, shuffling and
merging the intermediate results close to the mappers (as
for LMR) is much more efficient. GMR performs poorly in
both cases, as it does not use network locality either in the
push or the result combine phases. Our experiments on the
Amazon EC2 environment showed similar results [4].
Overall, these results illustrate the close interdependency
between the different stages of a MapReduce execution.
In particular, the choice of mapper nodes to which inputs
are pushed impacts both how long the data push takes, as
well as where the intermediate data are generated. This
in turn impacts the performance of the data shuffle to
the reducers. This problem is particularly severe for widearea environments, since they are typically heterogeneous in
terms of node and link capacities. Therefore, it is important
to optimize the overall end-to-end computation as a whole
while taking into account the network and platform characteristics. We now describe the techniques that achieve our
aims.
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III. M AP - AWARE P USH
The first opportunity for cross-phase optimization in
MapReduce lies at the boundary between the push and map
phases. A typical practice is what we call a push-then-map
approach, where input data are imported in one step, and
computation begins only after the data import completes.
This approach has two major problems. First, by forcing
all computation to wait for the slowest communication link,
it introduces waste. Second, separating the push and map
phases deprives map tasks of a way to demand more or
less work based on their compute capacity. This makes
scheduling the push in a map-aware manner more difficult.
To overcome these challenges, we propose two changes:
first, overlapping—or pipelining—the push and map phases;
and second, inferring locality information at runtime and
driving scheduling decisions based on this knowledge.
Before discussing how we implement our proposed approach in Hadoop and showing experimental results, we
describe in more detail the problems of a push-then-map
approach and how our proposed Map-aware Push technique

addresses them. To begin, consider the simple example
environment shown in Figure 2, comprising two data sources
S1 and S2 and two mappers M1 and M2 . Assume that each
data source initially hosts 15 GB of data and that the link
bandwidths and mapper computation rates are as shown in
the figure.
A. Overlapping Push and Map to Hide Latency
With these network links, the following push distribution
would optimize the push (i.e., minimize push time): S1
pushes 10 GB to M1 and 5 GB to M2 , and S2 pushes 3 GB
to M1 and 12 GB to M2 . If we were to use this distribution
with a push-then-map approach, then the entire push would
finish after 500 s even though source S2 would finish its
part after only 300 s. Map computation would begin after
500 s and continue until 1350 s.
If we instead were to overlap the push and map, allowing
map computation to begin at each mapper as soon as
data begin to arrive, then we could avoid this unnecessary
waiting. For example, assuming that we used this same
optimal push distribution, then mapper M2 , with slower
compute capacity than its incoming network links, would be
the bottleneck, finishing after 850 s. By simply overlapping
the map and push phases, we could reduce the total push
and map runtime by about 37% in this example.
B. Overlapping Push and Map to Improve Scheduling
The second problem arises due to the lack of feedback
from the map phase to the push phase. Without this feedback, and absent any a priori knowledge of the map phase
performance, we are left with few options other than simply
optimizing the push phase in isolation. Such a single-phase
optimization favors pushing more data to mappers with
faster incoming network links. In our example, however,
it is the mapper with slower network links (M1 ) that is
actually better suited for map computation. Unfortunately, by
pursuing an optimal push phase, we end up with more data at
M2 and in turn roughly 3.3x longer map computation there
than at M1 . For better overall performance, we need to weigh
the two factors of network bandwidth and computation
capacity and trade off between faster push and faster map.
Continuing with our simple example, we should tolerate a
slightly slower push in order to achieve a significantly faster
map by sending more data to mapper M1 . In fact, in an
optimal case, we would send 60% of all input data there,
yielding a total push-map runtime of only 600 s, or a 55%
reduction over the original push-then-map approach.
C. Map-aware Push Scheduling
Of course, this raises the question of how we can schedule
push and map jointly, respecting the interaction between
the two phases. As we have argued, this is difficult to
do when the push and map phases are separated. With
overlapped push and map, however, the distribution of

computation across mapper nodes can be demand-driven.
Specifically, whereas push-then-map first pushes data from
sources, our approach logically pulls data from sources
on-demand. Using existing Hadoop mechanisms, this ondemand pull is initiated when a mapper becomes idle and
requests more work, so faster mappers can perform more
work. This is how our proposed approach respects map
computation heterogeneity.
To respect network heterogeneity, our Map-aware Push
technique departs from the traditional Hadoop approach of
explicitly modeling network topology as a set of racks and
switches, and instead infers locality information at runtime.
It does this by monitoring source-mapper link bandwidth
at runtime and estimating the push time for each sourcemapper pair. Specifically, let d be the size of a task in bytes
(assume for ease of presentation that all task sizes are equal)
and let Ls,m be the link speed between source node s and
mapper node m in bytes per second. Then we estimate the
push time Ts,m in seconds from source s to mapper m as
Ts,m =

d
.
Ls,m

(1)

Let S denote the set of all sources that have not yet
completed their push. Then when mapper node m requests
work, we grant it a task from source s∗ = arg mins∈S Ts,m .
Intuitively, this is equivalent to selecting the closest task
in terms of network bandwidth. This is a similar policy to
Hadoop’s default approach of preferring data-local tasks,
but our overall approach is distinguished in two ways. First,
rather than reacting to data movement decisions that have
already been made in a separate push phase, it proactively optimizes data movement and task placement in concert. Second, it discovers locality information dynamically
and automatically rather than relying on an explicit userspecified model.
D. Implementation in Hadoop
Now we can discuss how we have implemented our
approach in Hadoop 1.0.1. First, the overlapping itself is possible using existing Hadoop mechanisms, but a more creative
deployment. Specifically, we set up a Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) instance comprising the data source
nodes, which we refer to as the “remote” HDFS instance
and use directly as the input to a Hadoop MapReduce
job. Map tasks in Hadoop typically read their inputs from
HDFS, so this allows us to directly employ existing Hadoop
mechanisms.2
Our scheduling enhancements, on the other hand, require
modification to the Hadoop task scheduler. To gather the
bandwidth information mentioned earlier, we add a simple
2 To improve fault tolerance, we have also added an option to cache and
replicate inputs at the compute nodes. This reduces the need to re-fetch
remote data after task failures or for speculative execution.

Table I
M EASURED BANDWIDTHS IN THE EC2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
From
Source EU
Source EU
Source US
Source US
Worker EU
Worker EU
Worker US
Worker US

To
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker

EU
US
EU
US
EU
US
EU
US

Bandwidth (MB/s)
8
3
3
4
16
2
5
2

network monitoring module which records actual source-tomapper link performance and makes this information accessible to the task scheduler. For Hadoop MapReduce jobs that
read HDFS files as input, each map task corresponds to an
InputSplit which in turn corresponds to an HDFS file block.
HDFS provides an interface to determine physical block
locations, so the task scheduler can determine the source
associated with a particular task and compute its Ts,m based
on bandwidth information from the monitoring module. If
there are multiple replicas of the file block, then Ts,m can
be computed for each replica, and the system can use the
replica that minimizes this value. The task scheduler then
assigns tasks from the closest source s∗ as described earlier.
E. Experimental Results
We are interested in the performance of our approach,
which overlaps push and map and infers locality at runtime, compared to a baseline push-then-map approach. To
implement the push-then-map approach, we also run an
HDFS instance comprising the compute nodes (call this the
“local” HDFS instance). We first run a Hadoop DistCP job
to copy from the remote HDFS to this local HDFS, and
then run a MapReduce job directly from the local HDFS.
We compare application execution time using these two
approaches. Because we are concerned primarily with push
and map performance at this point, we run the Hadoop example WordCount job on text data generated by the Hadoop
example randomtextwriter generator, as this represents a
map-heavy application.
We run this experiment in two different environments:
Amazon EC2 and PlanetLab. Our EC2 setup uses eight EC2
nodes in total, all of the m1.small instance type. These nodes
are distributed evenly across two EC2 regions: four in the US
and the other four in Europe. Each node hosts one map slot
and one reduce slot. Two PlanetLab nodes, one in the US
and one in Europe, serve as distributed data sources. Table I
shows the bandwidths measured between the multiple nodes
in this setup.
Figure 3(a) shows the execution time of the WordCount
job on 2 GB of input data, and it shows that our approach
to overlapping push and map reduces the total runtime of
the push and map phases by 17.7%, and the total end-to-end
runtime by 15.2% on our EC2 testbed.

Table II
M EASURED BANDWIDTHS IN THE P LANET L AB EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
From
All sources
Workers A-C
Workers A-C
Worker D

To
All workers
Workers A-C
Worker D
Workers A-C

Bandwidth (MB/s)
1-3
4-9
2
0.2-0.4

Next, we run the same experiment on PlanetLab. We
continue to use two nodes as distributed data sources, and we
use four other globally distributed nodes as compute nodes,
each hosting one map slot and one reduce slot. Table II
shows the bandwidths measured between the multiple nodes
in this setup. Due to the smaller cluster size in this experiment, we use only 1 GB of text input data.
Figure 3(b) shows that push-map overlap can reduce
runtime of the push and map phases by 21.3% and the
whole job by 17.5% in this environment. We see a slightly
greater benefit from push-map overlap on PlanetLab than
on EC2 due to the increased heterogeneity of the PlanetLab
environment.
IV. S HUFFLE - AWARE M AP
In the previous section, we showed how the map phase
can influence the push phase, in terms of both the volume
of data each mapper receives as well as the sources from
which each mapper receives its data. In turn, the push
determines, in part, when a map slot becomes available for
a mapper. Thus, from the perspective of the push and map
phases, a set of mappers and their data sources are decided.
This decision, however, ignores the downstream cost of the
shuffle and reduce as we will show. In this section, we
show how the set of mappers can be adjusted to account
for the downstream shuffle cost. This was also motivated in
Section II as we illustrated the importance of shuffling and
merging intermediate results close to mappers, particularly
for shuffle-heavy jobs.
In traditional MapReduce, intermediate map outputs are
shuffled to reducers in an all-to-all communication. In
Hadoop, one can control the granularity of reduce tasks
and the amount of work each reducer will obtain. However,
these decisions ignore the possibility that a mapper-reducer
link may be very poor. For example, in Figure 4, the
links between mapper C and reducers D and E are poor,
thus raising the cost of shuffle. For applications in which
shuffle is dominant, this phenomenon can greatly impact
performance, particularly in heterogeneous networks.
Two solutions are possible: changing the reducer nodes,
or reducing the amount of work done by mapper C and in
turn reducing the volume of data traversing the bottleneck
links. We present an algorithm that takes the latter approach.
In this way, the downstream shuffle (or reduce) can impact
the map. This is similar to the Map-aware Push technique
where the map influenced the push.
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As in typical MapReduce, we assume the reducer nodes
are known a priori. We also assume that we know the
approximate distribution of reducer tasks: i.e., we know
the volume of intermediate data allocated to each reducer
node. This allows us to know how much data must travel
on the link from a mapper node to each reducer, which our
algorithm utilizes. The distribution can be estimated using a
combination of reducer node execution power and mapperreduce link speed, pre-profiled. This estimate can be updated
during the map phase if shuffle and reduce are overlapped.
A. Shuffle-aware Map Scheduling
To estimate the impact of a mapper node upon the reduce
phase, we first estimate the time taken by the mapper to
obtain a task, execute it, and deliver intermediate data to all
reducers (assuming parallel transport). The intuition is that
if the shuffle cost is high then the mapper node should be
throttled to allow the map task to be allocated to a mapper
with better shuffle performance. We estimate the finish time
Tm for a mapper m to execute a map task as follows: Tm
map
shuf f le
map
= Tm
+ Tm
, where Tm
is the estimated time for
the mapper m to execute the map task, including the time to
read the task input from a source (using the Map-aware Push
shuf f le
approach), and Tm
is the estimated time to shuffle the
accumulated intermediate data Dm up to the current task,
from mapper m to all reducer nodes r ∈ R, where R is the
set of all reducer nodes. Let Dm,r be the portion of Dm

destined for reducer r, and Lm,r be the link speed between
mapper node m and reducer node r. Then, we can compute


Dm,r
shuf f le
.
(2)
Tm
= max
r∈R
Lm,r
The Shuffle-aware Map scheduling algorithm uses these
Tm estimates to determine a set of eligible mappers to which
to assign tasks. The intuition is to throttle those mappers that
would have an adverse impact on the performance of the
downstream reducers. The set of eligible mappers MElig
is based on the most recent Tm values and a tolerance
parameter α:
MElig = {m ∈ M |Tm ≤ min Tm + α},
m∈M

(3)

where M is the set of all mapper nodes.
The intuition is that if the execution time for a mapper
(including its shuffle time) is too high, then it should not be
assigned more work at present. The value of the tolerance
parameter α controls the aggressiveness of the algorithm
in excluding slower mappers (in terms of their shuffle
performance) from being assigned work. At one extreme,
α = 0 would enforce assigning work only to the mapper
with the earliest estimated finish time, intuitively achieving
good load balancing, but leaving all other mappers idle for
long periods of time. At the other extreme, a high value of
α > (maxm∈M Tm − minm∈M Tm ) would allow all mapper
nodes to be eligible irrespective of their shuffle performance,
and would thus reduce to the default MapReduce map
scheduling. We select an intermediate value:
(maxm∈M Tm − minm∈M Tm )
.
(4)
2
The intuition behind this value is that it biases towards the
upper half of mappers in terms of their shuffle performance.
This is but one possible threshold; future research will
explore other possibilities.
We note that the algorithm makes its decisions dynamically, so that over time, a mapper may become eligible or
ineligible depending on the relation between its Tm value
α=

and the current value of minm∈M Tm . As a result, this
algorithm allows a discarded mapper node to be re-included
later should other nodes begin to offer worse performance.
Similarly, a mapper may be throttled if its performance starts
degrading over time.
B. Implementation in Hadoop
We have implemented this Shuffle-aware Map scheduling
algorithm by modifying the task scheduler in Hadoop. The
task scheduler now maintains a list of estimates Tm for
all mapper nodes m, and updates these estimates as map
tasks finish. It also uses the mapper-to-reducer node pair
bandwidth information obtained by the network monitoring
module to update the estimates of shuffle times from each
mapper node. Every time a map task finishes, the task tracker
on that node asks the task scheduler for a new map task. At
that point, the scheduler uses (3) to determine the eligibility
of the node to receive a new task. If the node is eligible, then
it is assigned a task from the best source determined by the
Map-aware Push algorithm described in Section III. On the
other hand, if the node is not eligible, then it is not assigned
a task. However, it can request for work again periodically
by piggybacking on heartbeat messages, when its eligibility
will be checked again.
C. Experimental Results
We now present some results that show the benefit of
Shuffle-aware Map. Here we run our InvertedIndex application, which takes as input a set of eBooks from Project
Gutenberg [5] and produces, for each word in its input, the
complete list of positions where that word can be found. This
application shuffles a large volume of intermediate data, so it
is an interesting application for evaluating our Shuffle-aware
Map scheduling technique.
First, we run this application on our EC2 multi-region
cloud as described in Table I. In this environment, we
use 1.8 GB of eBook data as input, and this produces
about 4 GB of intermediate data to be shuffled to reducers.
Figure 5(a) shows the runtime for a Hadoop baseline with
push and map overlapped, as well as the runtime of our
Shuffle-aware Map scheduling technique, also with push and
map overlapped.
The reduce time shown includes shuffle cost. Note that
in Shuffle-aware Map the shuffle and reduce time (labeled
“reduce” in the figure) are smaller than in stock Hadoop.
Also observe that in Shuffle-aware Map the map times go
up slightly—this algorithm has decided to make this tradeoff
resulting in overall better performance. On our wider-area
PlanetLab setup (see Table II) we use 800 MB of eBook
data and see a similar pattern, as Figure 5(b) shows. Again,
an increase in map time is tolerated to reduce shuffle cost
later on. This may mean that a slower mapper is given more
work since it has faster links to downstream reducers. For

this application, we see performance improvements of 6.8%
and 9.6% on EC2 and PlanetLab, respectively.
V. P UTTING IT ALL T OGETHER
To determine the complete end-to-end benefit of our
proposed techniques, we run experiments comparing a traditional Hadoop baseline, which uses a push-then-map approach, to an alternative that uses our proposed Map-aware
Push and Shuffle-aware Map techniques. Taken together, we
will refer to our techniques as the End-to-end approach.
We carry out these experiments on the same PlanetLab and
EC2 test environments introduced in Table I and Table II,
respectively. We focus here on the InvertedIndex application
from Section IV as well as a new Sessionization application.
This Sessionization application takes as input a set of Web
server logs from the WorldCup98 trace [6], and sorts these
records first by client and then by time. The sorted records
for each client are then grouped into a set of “sessions”
based on the gap between subsequent records. Both the
InvertedIndex and Sessionization applications are relatively
shuffle-heavy, representing a class of applications that can
benefit from our Shuffle-aware Map technique.
A. Amazon EC2
First, we explore the combined benefit of our techniques
on our EC2 test environment (see Section III for details),
comprising two distributed data sources and eight worker
nodes spanning two EC2 regions. Figure 6(a) shows results
for the InvertedIndex application, where we see that our
approaches reduce the total execution time by about 9.7%
over the traditional Hadoop approach. There is little difference in total push and map time, so most of this reduction
in runtime comes from a faster shuffle and reduce (labeled
“reduce” in the figure). This demonstrates the effectiveness
of our Shuffle-aware Map scheduling approach, as well as
the ability of our techniques to automatically determine how
to tradeoff between faster push and map phases or faster
shuffle and reduce phases.
Now consider the Sessionization application, which has a
slightly lighter shuffle and slightly heavier reduce than does
the InvertedIndex application. Figure 6(b) shows that for this
application on our EC2 environment, our approaches can
reduce execution time by 8.8%. Again most of the reduction
in execution time comes from more efficient shuffle and
reduce phases. Because this application has a slightly lighter
shuffle than does the InvertedIndex application, we would
expect a slightly smaller performance improvement, and our
experiments confirm this.
B. PlanetLab
Now we move to the PlanetLab environment, which
exhibits more extreme heterogeneity than the EC2 environment. For this environment, we consider only the InvertedIndex application, and Figure 7 shows that our approaches
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can reduce execution time by about 16.4%. Although we
see a slight improvement in total push and map time using
our approach, we can again attribute the majority of the
performance improvement to a more efficient shuffle and
reduce.
To more deeply understand how our techniques achieve
this improvement, we record the number of map tasks
assigned to each mapper node, as shown in Table III. We
see that both Hadoop and our techniques assign fewer map

tasks to Mapper D, but that our techniques do so in a
much more pronounced manner. Network bandwidth measurements revealed that this node has much slower outgoing
network links than do the other mapper nodes; only about
200–400 KB/s compared to about 4–9 MB/s for the other
nodes (see Table II). By scheduling three map tasks at that
node, Hadoop has effectively “trapped” intermediate data
there, resulting in a prolonged shuffle phase. Our Shuffleaware Map technique, on the other hand, has the foresight
to avoid this problem, and it does so by refusing to grant
Mapper D additional tasks even when it becomes idle and
requests more work.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Traditionally, the MapReduce [1] programming paradigm
assumes a tightly coupled homogeneous cluster applied to a
uniform data-intensive application. Previous work has shown
that if this assumption is relaxed, then performance suffers.

Zaharia et al. [7] showed that, under computational heterogeneity, the mechanisms built into Hadoop for identifying
straggler tasks break down. Their LATE scheduler provides
better techniques for identifying, prioritizing, and scheduling
backup copies of slow tasks. In our work, we also assume
that nodes can be heterogeneous since they belong to different data centers or locales. Chen et al. [8] report techniques
for improving the accuracy of progress estimation for tasks
in MapReduce. Ahmad et al. [9] demonstrate that despite
straggler optimizations, the performance of MapReduce
frameworks on clusters with computational heterogeneity
remains poor as the load balancing used in MapReduce
causes excessive and bursty network communication and
the heterogeneity further amplifies the load imbalance of
reducers. Their Tarazu system uses a communication-aware
balancing mechanism and predictive load-balancing across
reducers to address these problems. Mantri [10] explores
various causes of outlier tasks in further depth, and develops
cause- and resource-aware techniques to identify and act
on outliers earlier, and to greater benefit, than in traditional
MapReduce. Such improvements are complementary to our
techniques. Previous work mainly focuses on computational
heterogeneity within a single cluster. Our work, however,
targets more loosely coupled and dispersed collections of
resources with bandwidth heterogeneity and constraints.
Several works have targeted MapReduce deployments
in loosely coupled environments. MOON [11] explored
MapReduce performance in volatile, volunteer computing
environments and extended Hadoop to improve performance
under loosely coupled networks with unreliable slave nodes.
In our work, we do not focus on solving reliability issues;
instead we are concerned with performance issues of allocating compute resources to MapReduce jobs and relocating
source data. Costa et al. [12] propose MapReduce in a
global wide-area volunteer setting. However, this system is
implemented in the BOINC framework with all input data
held by the central scheduler. In our system, we have no
such restrictions. Luo et al. [13] propose a multi-cluster
MapReduce deployment, but they focus on more computeintensive jobs that may require resources in multiple clusters
for greater compute power. In contrast, we consider multisite resources not only for their compute power, but also for
their locality to data sources.
Other papers have addressed MapReduce data flow optimization and locality. Gadre et al. [14] optimize the reduce
data placement according to map output locations, which
might still end up trapping data in nodes with slow outward
links. Kim et al. [15] present a similar idea of shuffleaware scheduling, but do not consider widely distributed data
sources that are not co-located with computation clusters.
Their ICMR algorithm could make use of our mechanisms
to improve the performance of MapReduce under such
environments. Pipelining MapReduce has been proposed in
MapReduce Online [16] to modify the Hadoop workflow

for improved responsiveness and performance. It assumes,
however, that input data are located with the computation
resources, and it does not address the issue of pipelining
push and map. MapReduce Online would be a complementary optimization to our techniques since it enables the
shuffling of intermediate data without storing it to disk. Our
mechanisms could be used to decide where data should flow
and their technique could be used to optimize the transfer.
Similarly, Verma et al. [17] discuss the specific challenges
associated with pipelining the shuffle and reduce stages.
Our Map-aware Push technique could also be applied to
pipeline shuffle and reduce, though we have not yet done
so. The Purlieus system [18] considers MapReduce in a
single cloud, but is unique in that it focuses on locality in
the shuffle phase. It emphasizes the coupling between the
placement of tasks (in their case virtual machines) and data.
However, these works do not provide an end-to-end overall
improvement of the MapReduce data flow.
Other work has focused on fine-tuning MapReduce parameters or offering scheduling optimizations to provide
better performance. Sandholm et al. [19] present a dynamic
prioritization system for improved MapReduce runtime in
the context of multiple jobs. Our work is concerned with
optimizing a single job relative to data source and compute
resource locations. Babu [20] proposes algorithms for automatically fine-tuning MapReduce parameters to optimize
job performance. Starfish [21] proposes a self-tuning architecture which monitors runtime performance of Hadoop
and tunes the configuration parameters accordingly. Such
work is complementary to ours, however, as we focus on
mechanisms to directly change task and data placement
rather than tune configuration parameters.
Finally, work in wide-area data transfer and dissemination
includes GridFTP [22] and BitTorrent [23]. GridFTP is
a protocol for high-performance data transfer over highbandwidth wide-area networks, and BitTorrent is a peer-topeer file sharing protocol for wide-area distributed systems.
These protocols could act as middleware services to further
reduce data transfer costs and make wide-area data more
accessible to wide-area compute resources.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Many emerging data-intensive applications are widely
distributed, either due to the distribution and collection of
datasets, or by the provision of multi-site resources such as
multiple geographically separated data centers. We show that
in such heterogeneous environments, MapReduce/Hadoop
performance suffers as the impact of one phase upon another
can severely impact performance along bottleneck links. We
show that Hadoop’s default data placement and scheduling
mechanisms do not take such cross-phase interactions into
account, and while they may try to optimize individual
phases, they can result in globally bad decisions, resulting
in poor overall performance. To overcome these limitations,

we propose techniques to achieve cross-phase optimization
in MapReduce. The key idea behind our proposed techniques
is to consider not only the execution cost of an individual
task or computational phase, but also its impact on the
performance of subsequent phases. We propose two sets of
techniques. Map-aware Push enables push-map overlap to
hide latency and enable dynamic feedback between the map
and push phases. Such feedback enables nodes with higher
speeds and faster links to process more data at runtime.
Shuffle-aware Map enables a shuffle-aware scheduler to feed
back the cost of a downstream shuffle into the map process
and affect the map phase. Mappers with poor outgoing links
to reducers are throttled, eliminating the impact of mapperreducer bottleneck links. For a range of heterogeneous
environments (multi-region Amazon EC2 and PlanetLab)
and diverse data-intensive applications (WordCount, InvertedIndex, and Sessionization) we show the performance potential of our techniques, as runtime is reduced by 7%–18%
depending on the execution environment and application.
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